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(54) SIGNAL PROCESSING METHOD AND DEVICE

(57) This application provides a signal processing
method and apparatus. The method includes: partition-
ing a signal matrix to obtain X 3 H fractal signal matrices,
and partitioning a weight matrix to obtain H 3 Y fractal
weight matrices; and obtaining an operation sequence
of X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications, and processing the
X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications to obtain X 3 Y result
matrices, where the operation sequence of the X 3 H 3
Y matrix multiplications is obtained based on perform-
ance parameters, and the performance parameters in-
clude: power consumption of reading any one of the X
3 H fractal signal matrices from a first cache, power con-
sumption of reading any one of the H 3 Y fractal weight
matrices from a second cache, and power consumption
of reading an operation result of any one of the X 3 H 3
Y matrix multiplications from a third cache. In embodi-
ments of this application, the operation sequence is de-
termined based on the foregoing three types of power
consumption. This can reduce power consumption of a
processor more effectively.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Patent Application No. 201711489008.9, filed with the China National
Intellectual Property Administration on December 29, 2017 and entitled "SIGNAL PROCESSING METHOD AND AP-
PARATUS", which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] Embodiments of this application relate to the field of computer technologies, and in particular, to a signal
processing method and apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0003] A neural network (Neural Network, NN) is a network structure that imitates an animal neural network behavior
characteristic to perform information processing. The structure includes a large quantity of nodes (or neurons) connected
to each other, and is used to process information by learning and training input information based on a specific operation
model. A neural network includes an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. The input layer is responsible for
receiving an input signal. The output layer is responsible for outputting a calculation result of the neural network. The
hidden layer is responsible for calculation processes such as learning and training, and is a memory unit of the network.
A memory function of the hidden layer is represented by a weight matrix. Generally, each neuron corresponds to a
weight coefficient.
[0004] A convolutional neural network (Convolutional Neural Network, CNN) is a multi-layer neural network, in which
each layer includes a plurality of two-dimensional planes, each plane includes a plurality of independent neurons, a
plurality of neurons in each plane share a weight, and a quantity of parameters in the neural network can be reduced
by weight sharing. Currently, in the convolutional neural network, a convolution operation performed by a processor is
usually as follows: converting convolution of an input signal feature and a weight into a matrix multiplication operation
between a signal matrix and a weight matrix. During a specific matrix multiplication operation, the signal matrix and the
weight matrix are partitioned to obtain a plurality of fractal (Fractal) signal matrices and fractal weight matrices, and then
matrix multiplication and accumulation operations are performed on the plurality of fractal signal matrices and fractal
weight matrices. For example, as shown in FIG. 1, it is assumed that C meets C=AB, A is a signal matrix, and B is a
weight matrix. In this case, during a matrix multiplication operation, because a processor may lack a capability of cal-
culating large matrices such as A and B, or a cost of performing such calculation is relatively high, the matrix A may be
divided into four fractal signal matrices, namely, A00, A01, A10, and A11, based on a condition; and the matrix B may
be divided into four fractal weight matrices, namely, B00, B01, B10, and B 11, based on a condition. A corresponding
matrix C may include four matrix blocks: C00, C01, C10, and C11. A relationship between each matrix block in the matrix
C and a fractal signal matrix and a fractal weight matrix may be shown by the following formulas. 

[0005] It can be learned from the foregoing formulas that one fractal signal matrix and one fractal weight matrix form
one matrix multiplication, and each matrix block in the matrix C is obtained by accumulating operation results of two
matrix multiplications. In specific implementation, data reusing may be implemented by adjusting an operation sequence
of the eight matrix multiplications, thereby reducing power consumption. For example, if A00B00 is first calculated, and
then A00B01 is calculated, A00 can be reused. For another example, if A00B00 is first calculated, and then A10c00 is
calculated, B00 can be reused. It can be learned from this that an operation sequence of a plurality of matrix multiplications
determines how data is reused in an operation process, and therefore affects performance such as a computing capability
and power consumption of a processor.
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[0006] In the prior art, an operation sequence of a plurality of matrix multiplications is usually determined based on a
hit ratio of a cache (cache), so that data reusing is performed as much as possible. However, because an input matrix
and a result matrix of a matrix multiplication may have different effects on processor performance, an operation sequence
obtained only based on a cache hit ratio may not bring processor performance into full play.

SUMMARY

[0007] Embodiments of this application provide a signal processing method, so as to resolve a technical problem in
the prior art that an operation sequence obtained only based on a cache hit ratio may not bring processor performance
into full play.
[0008] According to a first aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a signal processing method, where the
method includes:

receiving a signal matrix and a weight matrix;
partitioning the signal matrix to obtain X 3 H fractal signal matrices, and partitioning the weight matrix to obtain H
3 Y fractal weight matrices, where the X 3 H fractal weight matrices and the H 3 Y fractal signal matrices form X
3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications;
obtaining an operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications, and processing the X 3 H 3 Y matrix
multiplications based on the operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications to obtain X 3 Y result
matrices, where any one of the X 3 Y result matrices is obtained by accumulating operation results of at least two
of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications; the operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications is obtained
based on performance parameters; and the performance parameters include: power consumption of reading any
one of the X 3 H fractal signal matrices from a first cache, power consumption of reading any one of the H 3 Y
fractal weight matrices from a second cache, and power consumption of reading an operation result of any one of
the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications from a third cache; and
outputting a signal processing result, where the signal processing result includes the X 3 Y result matrices.

[0009] It can be learned from the foregoing content that, because the power consumption of reading the any fractal
signal matrix from the first cache, the power consumption of reading the any fractal weight matrix from the second cache,
and the power consumption of reading the operation result of the any matrix multiplication from the third cache may be
different, in this embodiment of this application, the operation sequence is determined based on the foregoing three
types of power consumption. Compared with a prior-art solution in which the foregoing three types of power consumption
are considered as the same and only a cache hit ratio is considered, this solution can reduce power consumption of a
processor more effectively.
[0010] In a possible design, the operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications is determined in the
following manner:

selecting a first matrix multiplication from the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications, and sequentially searching for a
second matrix multiplication to an (X 3 H 3 Y)th matrix multiplication by using the first matrix multiplication as a
start point, to obtain the operation sequence, where
the kth matrix multiplication is obtained through searching in the following manner:
selecting a matrix multiplication with a smallest cost value as the kth matrix multiplication based on a cost value of
transiting from a (k-1)th matrix multiplication to any one of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications, where k is an integer
greater than or equal to 2 and less than or equal to X 3 H 3 Y; and the kth matrix multiplication is a matrix multiplication
in the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications other than the first matrix multiplication to the (k-1)th matrix multiplication.

[0011] In the foregoing manner, in this embodiment of this application, the operation sequence can be quickly obtained
through searching, and because the searching is performed based on a cost value of transiting from one matrix multi-
plication to another matrix multiplication, power consumption of a processor can be reduced more effectively by using
the obtained operation sequence.
[0012] In a possible design, a cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to an ith matrix multiplication
is determined in the following manner, and the ith matrix multiplication is any one of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications: 

where
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Zi is the cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to the ith matrix multiplication; Eai is used to indicate
power consumption of reading a fractal signal matrix of the ith matrix multiplication; Ebi is used to indicate power con-
sumption of reading a fractal weight matrix of the ith matrix multiplication; and Eci is used to indicate power consumption
of reading an operation result of the ith matrix multiplication.
[0013] In a possible design, if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication,
Eai meets Eai=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication,
Eai meets Eai=x1;
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=0, or if the
ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=x2; or
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=0, or if the ith
matrix multiplication does not reuse an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=x3, where
x1, x2, and x3 are all greater than 0.
[0014] In a possible design, the performance parameters further include bandwidth parameters, and the bandwidth
parameters include a bandwidth penalty value of reading the any fractal signal matrix from the first cache, a bandwidth
penalty value of reading the any fractal weight matrix from the second cache, and a bandwidth penalty value of reading
the operation result of the any matrix multiplication from the third cache; and
the bandwidth parameters are obtained based on read/write bandwidth of the first cache, read/write bandwidth of the
second cache, and read/write bandwidth of the third cache.
[0015] It can be learned from the foregoing content that, in this embodiment of this application, during determining of
the cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to the ith matrix multiplication, the operation sequence
of the plurality of matrix multiplications is determined based on power consumption and bandwidth, so that a computing
capability of a processor can be better used and power consumption of the processor can be reduced by using the
operation sequence.
[0016] In a possible design, a cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to an ith matrix multiplication
is determined in the following manner: 

where
Zi is the cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to the ith matrix multiplication; Eai is used to indicate
power consumption of reading a fractal signal matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from the first cache; Ebi is used to
indicate power consumption of reading a fractal weight matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from the second cache; Eci
is used to indicate power consumption of reading an operation result of the ith matrix multiplication from the third cache;
Pai is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty value of reading the fractal signal matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from
the first cache; Pbi is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty value of reading the fractal weight matrix of the ith matrix
multiplication from the second cache; and Pci is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty value of reading the operation
result of the ith matrix multiplication from the first cache.
[0017] In a possible design, if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication,
Eai meets Eai=0, and Pai meets Pai=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal signal matrix of the (k-
1)th matrix multiplication, Eai meets Eai=x1, and Pai meets Pai=y1;
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=0, and Pbi
meets Pbi=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication,
Ebi meets Ebi=x2, and Pbi meets Pbi=y2; or
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=0, and Pci meets
Pci=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets
Eci=x3, and Pci meets Pci=y3, where
x1, x2, x3, y1, y2, and y3 are all greater than 0.
[0018] According to a second aspect, an embodiment of this application provides a signal processing apparatus, where
the signal processing apparatus includes:

a transceiver module, configured to receive a signal matrix and a weight matrix;
a processing module, configured to: partition the signal matrix to obtain X 3 H fractal signal matrices, and partition
the weight matrix to obtain H 3 Y fractal weight matrices, where the X 3 H fractal weight matrices and the H 3 Y
fractal signal matrices form X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications; and obtain an operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y
matrix multiplications, and process the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications based on the operation sequence of the X
3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications to obtain X 3 Y result matrices, where any one of the X 3 Y result matrices is obtained
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by accumulating operation results of at least two of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications; the operation sequence
of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications is obtained based on performance parameters; and the performance pa-
rameters include: power consumption of reading any one of the X 3 H fractal signal matrices from a first cache,
power consumption of reading any one of the H 3 Y fractal weight matrices from a second cache, and power
consumption of reading an operation result of any one of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications from a third cache; and
an output module, configured to output a signal processing result, where the signal processing result includes the
X 3 Y result matrices.

[0019] In a possible design, the processing module determines the operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix
multiplications in the following manner:

selecting a first matrix multiplication from the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications, and sequentially searching for a
second matrix multiplication to an (X 3 H 3 Y)th matrix multiplication by using the first matrix multiplication as a
start point, to obtain the operation sequence, where
the kth matrix multiplication is obtained through searching in the following manner:
selecting a matrix multiplication with a smallest cost value as the kth matrix multiplication based on a cost value of
transiting from a (k-1)th matrix multiplication to any one of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications, where k is an integer
greater than or equal to 2 and less than or equal to X 3 H 3 Y; and the kth matrix multiplication is a matrix multiplication
in the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications other than the first matrix multiplication to the (k-1)th matrix multiplication.

[0020] In a possible design, the processing module determines, in the following manner, a cost value of transiting from
the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to an ith matrix multiplication, and the ith matrix multiplication is any one of the X 3 H 3
Y matrix multiplications: 

where
Zi is the cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to the ith matrix multiplication; Eai is used to indicate
power consumption of reading a fractal signal matrix of the ith matrix multiplication; Ebi is used to indicate power con-
sumption of reading a fractal weight matrix of the ith matrix multiplication; and Eci is used to indicate power consumption
of reading an operation result of the ith matrix multiplication.
[0021] In a possible design, if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication,
Eai meets Eai=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication,
Eai meets Eai=x1;
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=0, or if the
ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=x2; or
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=0, or if the ith
matrix multiplication does not reuse an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=x3, where
x1, x2, and x3 are all greater than 0.
[0022] In a possible design, the performance parameters further include bandwidth parameters, and the bandwidth
parameters include a bandwidth penalty value of reading the any fractal signal matrix from the first cache, a bandwidth
penalty value of reading the any fractal weight matrix from the second cache, and a bandwidth penalty value of reading
the operation result of the any matrix multiplication from the third cache; and
the bandwidth parameters are obtained based on read/write bandwidth of the first cache, read/write bandwidth of the
second cache, and read/write bandwidth of the third cache.
[0023] In a possible design, the processing module determines, in the following manner, a cost value of transiting from
the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to an ith matrix multiplication: 

where
Zi is the cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to the ith matrix multiplication; Eai is used to indicate
power consumption of reading a fractal signal matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from the first cache; Ebi is used to
indicate power consumption of reading a fractal weight matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from the second cache; Eci
is used to indicate power consumption of reading an operation result of the ith matrix multiplication from the third cache;
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Pai is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty value of reading the fractal signal matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from
the first cache; Pbi is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty value of reading the fractal weight matrix of the ith matrix
multiplication from the second cache; and Pci is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty value of reading the operation
result of the ith matrix multiplication from the first cache.
[0024] In a possible design, if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication,
Eai meets Eai=0, and Pai meets Pai=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal signal matrix of the (k-
1)th matrix multiplication, Eai meets Eai=x1, and Pai meets Pai=y1;
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=0, and Pbi
meets Pbi=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication,
Ebi meets Ebi=x2, and Pbi meets Pbi=y2; or
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=0, and Pci meets
Pci=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets
Eci=x3, and Pci meets Pci=y3, where
x1, x2, x3, y1, y2, and y3 are all greater than 0.
[0025] An embodiment of this application further provides a signal processing apparatus, and the signal processing
apparatus includes: a memory, configured to store a software program; and a processor, configured to read the software
program in the memory and perform the signal processing method according to the foregoing aspects or possible designs.
[0026] An embodiment of this application further provides a computer storage medium. The storage medium stores
a software program. When the software program is read and executed by one or more processors, the signal processing
method according to the foregoing aspects or possible designs can be implemented.
[0027] An embodiment of this application further provides a computer program product including an instruction. When
the computer program product is run on a computer, the computer is enabled to perform the signal processing method
according to the foregoing aspects or possible designs.
[0028] An embodiment of this application further provides a computer program. When the computer program is run
on a computer, the computer is enabled to perform the signal processing method according to the foregoing aspects or
possible designs.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0029]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of matrix partitioning;
FIG. 2 is a schematic structural diagram of a neural network;
FIG. 3 is a schematic structural diagram of a fully connected neural network;
FIG. 4 is a schematic structural diagram of a convolutional neural network;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a convolution operation in a convolutional neural network;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a matrix multiplication according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 7a is a schematic structural diagram of a signal processing apparatus to which an embodiment of this application
is applied;
FIG. 7b is a schematic structural diagram of a processor to which an embodiment of this application is applied;
FIG. 8 is a schematic flowchart corresponding to a signal processing method according to an embodiment of this
application;
FIG. 9a is a schematic diagram of quantities of fractal signal matrices and fractal weight matrices;
FIG. 9b is another schematic diagram of quantities of fractal signal matrices and fractal weight matrices;
FIG. 10a is a schematic diagram of a search sequence according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 10b is a schematic diagram of another search sequence according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 10c is a schematic diagram of still another search sequence according to an embodiment of this application; and
FIG. 11 is a schematic structural diagram of a signal processing apparatus according to an embodiment of this
application.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0030] The following specifically describes this application with reference to accompanying drawings of the specifica-
tion. A specific operation method in a method embodiment may also be applied to an apparatus embodiment or a system
embodiment.
[0031] FIG. 2 is a schematic structural diagram of a neural network. The neural network 200 has N processing layers,
N ≥ 3, and N is a natural number. The first layer of the neural network is an input layer 201, and is responsible for
receiving an input signal. The last layer of the neural network is an output layer 203, and is responsible for outputting a
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processing result of the neural network. Other layers than the first layer and the last layer are intermediate layers 204.
These intermediate layers jointly constitute a hidden layer 202. Each intermediate layer in the hidden layer can receive
an input signal and output a signal, and the hidden layer is responsible for an input-signal processing process. Each
layer represents a logical level of signal processing. Through a plurality of layers, a data signal can be processed at a
plurality of logical levels.
[0032] For ease of understanding, the following describes a processing principle of a neural network in an embodiment
of this application. Processing of the neural network is usually a non-linear function f(xi), for example, f(xi)=max(0, xi).
In some feasible embodiments, the processing function may be a rectified linear unit (Rectified Linear Unit, ReLU), a
hyperbolic tangent function (tanh), a sigmoid function (sigmoid), or the like. It is assumed that (x1,x2,x3) is a one-dimen-
sional signal matrix, (h1,h2,h3) is an output signal matrix, Wij denotes a weight coefficient between input xj and output
hi, and a matrix that includes a weight coefficient is a weight matrix. In this case, a weight matrix W corresponding to
the one-dimensional signal matrix and the output signal matrix is shown by formula (1): 

[0033] A relationship between an input signal and an output signal is shown by formula (2), where bi is an offset value
of a neural network processing function, and the offset value is used to adjust input of the neural network to obtain an
ideal output result. 

[0034] In some feasible embodiments, input signals of the neural network may be signals in various forms such as a
voice signal, a text signal, an image signal, and a temperature signal. The voice signal may be a voice signal recorded
by a recording device, a voice signal received by a mobile phone or a fixed-line phone in a call process, a voice signal
that is sent by a radio station and that is received by a radio, or the like. The text signal may be a TXT text signal, a
Word text signal, a PDF text signal, or the like. The image signal may be a scene signal photographed by a camera, an
image signal of a community environment captured by a display monitoring device, a face signal of a human face obtained
by an access control system, or the like. The input signals of the neural network include various other engineering signals
that can be processed by a computer, which are not listed herein. Processing performed by the hidden layer 202 of the
neural network may be processing such as removing a noise signal from a voice signal to enhance the voice signal,
understanding specific content in a text signal, and performing recognition on a face image signal of a human face.
[0035] Each layer of the neural network may include a plurality of nodes, and the node may be referred to as a neuron.
A fully connected neural network is a neural network in which neurons are fully connected between adjacent layers, to
be specific, all neurons in a layer are connected to each neuron in a next layer. For example, FIG. 3 is a schematic
structural diagram of a fully connected neural network that includes three layers. "+1" in FIG. 3 represents an offset
neuron that is configured to adjust input at each layer of the neural network. Because neurons at adjacent layers of a
fully connected network are fully connected, when there are a relatively large quantity of intermediate layers in the fully
connected neural network, a signal matrix and a weight matrix have larger dimensions at a processing layer that is more
rearward, and consequently, a network size of the neural network is excessively large.
[0036] In a convolutional neural network, a relatively small parameter template can be used to slide filtering in an input
signal spatial domain, thereby resolving a problem that a network size of a fully connected neural network is excessively
large. A difference between the convolutional neural network and a common neural network is that the convolutional
neural network includes a feature extractor including a convolutional layer and a sub sampling layer. At the convolutional
layer of the convolutional neural network, one neuron is connected only to some of neurons at a neighboring layer. One
convolutional layer of the convolutional neural network usually includes feature planes. Each feature plane includes
some neurons in a rectangular arrangement. Neurons in a same feature plane share a weight, and the shared weight
herein is a convolution kernel. The convolution kernel is usually initialized in a form of a random decimal matrix. In a
network training process, the convolution kernel obtains a proper weight through learning. A direct benefit brought by
the convolution kernel is that connections between layers of the network are reduced. Sub sampling is also referred to
as pooling. Sub sampling may be considered as a special convolution process. Convolution and sub sampling greatly
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reduce model complexity and reduce a quantity of model parameters. As shown in FIG. 4, a convolutional neural network
includes three parts. A first part is an input layer, a second part includes a combination of n convolutional layers and a
pooling layer, and a third part is an output layer. The output layer may include a fully connected multi-layer perceptron
classifier.
[0037] The convolutional layer in the convolutional neural network may be used to perform a convolution operation
on an input signal array and a weight array. Specifically, a one-dimensional input signal is used herein as an example.
Assuming that the input signal is f(u), u=0∼N-1, and a convolution kernel is h(v),v=0∼n-1,n≤N, a convolution operation
may be described by using the following formula (3): 

[0038] A convolutional neural network may be widely applied to speech recognition, face recognition, general object
recognition, motion analysis, image processing, and the like. For example, an input signal is a two-dimensional matrix.
As shown in FIG. 5, it is assumed that an input feature corresponding to an image at a convolutional layer includes three
three-row three-column signal matrices, and a convolution kernel includes six two-row two-column weight matrices. FIG.
5 shows two specific operation manners for performing a convolution operation in a convolutional neural network. One
is a conventional convolution operation, and the other is a convolution operation after matrix transformation. The con-
ventional convolution operation is to perform a matrix multiplication operation on each signal matrix and a weight matrix
corresponding to the signal matrix, and accumulate results of corresponding matrix multiplication operations to obtain
two output signal matrices, that is, an output feature. In the convolution operation after matrix transformation, different
signal matrices are converted to obtain an input feature matrix that includes three signal matrices and has a relatively
large matrix dimension. Similarly, a corresponding conversion operation is also performed on the six weight matrices to
obtain a kernel matrix that includes six weight matrices and has a relatively large matrix dimension. Then, a matrix
multiplication operation is performed on the input feature matrix and the kernel matrix that are obtained through trans-
formation, to obtain an output feature matrix.
[0039] Through matrix transformation of the signal matrix and the weight matrix, a quantity of matrix multiplication
operation times can be reduced, so as to reduce overheads of reading the signal matrix and the weight matrix. However,
calculation overheads required for a matrix multiplication operation after transformation are relatively high, and therefore,
the signal matrix and the weight matrix need to be separately partitioned. Partitioning a matrix means dividing the matrix
into a plurality of sub-blocks, and each sub-block may be referred to as a fractal matrix. There is a correspondence
between a plurality of fractal signal matrices and a plurality of fractal weight matrices obtained through partitioning. A
fractal signal matrix and a fractal weight matrix corresponding to the fractal signal matrix meet a matrix multiplication
rule. The matrix multiplication rule is that a quantity of columns of the first matrix that participates in a matrix multiplication
is equal to a quantity of rows of the second matrix that participates in the matrix multiplication.
[0040] When there are a relatively large quantity of fractal signal matrices and fractal weight matrices obtained through
partitioning, there are a relatively large quantity of matrix multiplications formed by the fractal signal matrices and the
fractal weight matrices. Referring to FIG. 6, it is assumed that a left matrix (signal matrix) A and a right matrix (weight
matrix) B in a matrix multiplication are the same in size; each small block in the signal matrix represents one fractal
signal matrix, and there are 64 (8 3 8) fractal signal matrices in total; each small block in the weight matrix represents
one fractal weight matrix, and there are 64 (8 3 8) fractal weight matrices in total. The fractal signal matrices and the
fractal weight matrices form 8 3 8 3 8 = 512 matrix multiplications, for example, A00 3 B00, A00 3 B01, A10 3 B00,
and A01 3 B01. The matrix multiplication of the fractal signal matrix and the fractal weight matrix may be represented
as Ax,h3Ah,y. Therefore, each matrix multiplication formed by a fractal signal matrix and a fractal weight matrix may
be described as a point (x, h, y) in three-dimensional space. In this way, determining an operation sequence of a plurality
of matrix multiplications is equivalent to searching for an operation sequence in a graph with 8 3 8 3 8 vertices in three-
dimensional space, so that processor performance is optimal in a measurement dimension.
[0041] In the prior art, an operation sequence of a plurality of matrix multiplications is usually determined based on a
hit ratio of a cache (cache), to be specific, it is considered that an input matrix and a result matrix of a matrix multiplication
have a same effect on processor performance, so that an operation sequence that makes the cache hit ratio highest is
selected for performing an operation on the plurality of matrix multiplications.
[0042] However, in some processors, an input matrix and a result matrix may be separately stored in different caches,
and bandwidth capabilities and power consumption thereof may be different. Therefore, an operation sequence obtained
only based on a cache hit ratio may not bring processor performance into full play.
[0043] Based on this, embodiments of this application provide a signal processing method, so as to resolve a technical
problem in the prior art that an operation sequence obtained only based on a cache hit ratio may not bring processor
performance into full play.
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[0044] FIG. 7a is a schematic structural diagram of an apparatus to which an embodiment of this application is applied.
Referring to FIG. 7a, the signal processing apparatus may include an input interface 701. The input interface is configured
to receive a signal matrix and/or a weight matrix, and the input interface may use a selector to implement switching
between signal matrix reception and weight matrix reception. In some feasible embodiments, the input interface may
receive the foregoing signal matrix or weight matrix in a time division multiplexing manner. In some feasible embodiments,
there may be two input interfaces for respectively receiving the signal matrix and the weight matrix, for example, the
signal matrix and the weight matrix may be simultaneously received.
[0045] The signal processing apparatus may further include a processor 702, configured to have a function of performing
processing of the signal processing method in the embodiments of this application. In some feasible embodiments, the
processor may be of a single-processor structure, of a multi-processor structure, a single-thread processor, a multi-
thread processor, or the like. In some feasible embodiments, the processor may be integrated into an application-specific
integrated circuit, or may be a processor chip independent of an integrated circuit.
[0046] The signal processing apparatus may further include an output interface 703, configured to output a signal
processing result in the foregoing signal processing method. In some feasible embodiments, the signal processing result
may be directly output by the processor, or may be first stored in a memory and then output by using the memory. In
some feasible embodiments, there may be only one output interface, or there may be a plurality of output interfaces. In
some feasible embodiments, the signal processing result output through the output interface may be sent to a memory
for storage, or may be sent to a next signal processing apparatus for further processing, or may be sent to a display
device for display or a player terminal for play, or the like.
[0047] The signal processing apparatus 700 may further include:
a memory 704 that may store the foregoing signal matrix, the signal processing result, the weight matrix, a related
instruction for processor configuration, and the like. In some feasible embodiments, there may be one memory, or there
may be a plurality of memories. The memory may be a floppy disk, a hard disk such as a built-in hard disk or a removable
hard disk, a magnetic disk, an optical disc, a magneto-optical disc, a flash memory, or a storage medium in any other
form known in the art.
[0048] Further, referring to FIG. 7b, the processor 702 may include a multiplication-accumulation (multiplication-ac-
cumulation, MAC) unit 7021, an external cache 7022, a first cache 7023, a second cache 7024, a third cache 7025, a
first register 7026, a second register 7027, and a third register 7028. The MAC unit 7021 is configured to perform a
specific multiply-add operation. The external cache 7022 may be configured to store the signal matrix and the weight
matrix. The first cache 7023 and the first register 7026 may be configured to store a fractal signal matrix of the signal
matrix. The second cache 7024 and the second register 7027 may be configured to store a fractal weight matrix of the
weight matrix. The third cache 7025 and the third register 7028 may be configured to store an operation result of a matrix
multiplication. The MAC unit 7021 may directly interact with the first cache 7023, the second cache 7024, the third cache
7025, the first register 7026, the second register 7027, and the third register 7028.
[0049] Specifically, a matrix multiplication operation shown in FIG. 1 is used as an example. Calculation of each matrix
block (result matrix) of a matrix C may be performed in two steps. For example, C00 may be performed according to
the following steps (I) and (II): 

[0050] In step (I), when performing a matrix multiplication operation on a fractal weight matrix A00 and a fractal weight
matrix B00, the MAC unit 7021 may first attempt to read A00 from the first register 7026, and read A00 from the first
cache 7023 if A00 is not in the first register 7026. Similarly, the MAC unit 7021 may first attempt to read B00 from the
second register 7027, and read B00 from the second cache 7024 if B00 is not in the second register 7027. Then, the
MAC unit 7021 performs a matrix multiplication operation on A00 and B00 to obtain a matrix multiplication operation
result C00_temp (a first operation result), and writes the matrix multiplication operation result C00_temp into the third
register 7028. The matrix multiplication operation result in this embodiment of this application is obtained by multiplying
the fractal signal matrix and the fractal weight matrix, and therefore may also be referred to as a fractal result matrix.
[0051] In step (II), when performing a matrix multiplication operation on a fractal weight matrix A01 and a fractal weight
matrix B10, the MAC unit 7021 reads A01 and B10 in the same manner, performs the matrix multiplication operation to
obtain a matrix multiplication operation result (a second operation result), and may directly read the first operation result
C00_temp from the third register 7028. The MAC unit 7021 adds the first operation result and the second operation
result to obtain a result matrix C00, and writes C00 into the third register 7028.
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[0052] It can be learned from this that C00_temp is reused during calculation of C00, thereby effectively reducing a
read/write amount of C00_temp. This reduces a bandwidth requirement of a processor and reduces read/write power
consumption of a memory.
[0053] Based on the foregoing descriptions, FIG. 8 is a schematic flowchart corresponding to a signal processing
method according to an embodiment of this application. As shown in FIG. 8, the method includes the following steps.
[0054] Step 801: Receive a signal matrix and a weight matrix.
[0055] Herein, the signal matrix may be from an input layer of a neural network or a previous intermediate layer of an
intermediate layer at which signal processing is performed, and an input signal may be any signal that can be collected
and processed, such as a voice signal, a text signal, an image signal, or a temperature signal. The signal matrix may
be a matrix not converted, or may be a converted matrix. The signal matrix may be a two-dimensional matrix of M rows
and K columns, and the matrix includes a plurality of to-be-processed signals that can be processed by a computer, that
is, each element corresponds to one signal. When the signal matrix is a converted matrix, a matrix from which the signal
matrix is converted may be a one-dimensional column vector, a one-dimensional row vector, a two-dimensional matrix
(such as a grayscale image), a three-dimensional matrix (such as an RGB color image), or the like. This is not specifically
limited in this embodiment of this application.
[0056] The weight matrix may include a plurality of weight coefficients. The weight matrix may be defined by the neural
network. The weight coefficient acts on the input signal. An input signal corresponding to a large weight coefficient is
enhanced in a process of learning and training of the neural network, and an input signal corresponding to a small weight
coefficient is weakened in a process of learning and training of the neural network. The weight matrix may be a weight
matrix not converted, or may be a converted weight matrix, and is a two-dimensional weight matrix of K rows and N
columns.
[0057] Step 802: Partition the signal matrix to obtain X 3 H fractal signal matrices, and partition the weight matrix to
obtain H 3 Y fractal weight matrices, where the X 3 H fractal weight matrices and the H 3 Y fractal signal matrices form
X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications.
[0058] Herein, the partitioning the signal matrix to obtain X 3 H fractal signal matrices specifically means partitioning
the signal matrix into X rows and H columns, where any row includes H fractal signal matrices, and any column includes
X fractal signal matrices. The partitioning the weight matrix to obtain H 3 Y fractal weight matrices specifically means
partitioning the weight matrix into H rows and Y columns, where any row includes Y fractal signal matrices, and any
column includes H fractal signal matrices.
[0059] Example 1: Referring to FIG. 9a, a signal matrix A is partitioned to obtain 2 3 2 (X=2 and H=2) fractal signal
matrices, and a weight matrix B is partitioned to obtain 2 3 2 (H=2 and Y=2) fractal weight matrices. In this case, 8 (2
3 2 3 2) matrix multiplication operations need to be performed to calculate a matrix C, that is, four fractal signal matrices
and four fractal weight matrices form eight matrix multiplications.
[0060] Example 2: Referring to FIG. 9b, a signal matrix A is partitioned to obtain 3 3 2 (X=3 and H=2) fractal signal
matrices, and a weight matrix B is partitioned to obtain 2 3 3 (H=2 and Y=3) fractal weight matrices. In this case, 18 (3
3 2 3 3) matrix multiplication operations need to be performed to calculate a matrix C, that is, six fractal signal matrices
and six fractal weight matrices form 18 matrix multiplications.
[0061] Step 803: Obtain an operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications, and process the X 3 H 3 Y
matrix multiplications based on the operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications to obtain X 3 Y result
matrices, where any one of the X 3 Y result matrices is obtained by accumulating operation results of at least two of
the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications.
[0062] Herein, the operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications is used to indicate a sequence in which
a MAC unit calculates the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications. The operation sequence may be represented in a plurality
of forms, such as a data table. Refer to Table 1.

Table 1: Example of the operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications

Sequence number Address information of a fractal signal 
matrix

Address information of a fractal weight 
matrix

1 Address information of A00 Address information of B00

2 Address information of A10 Address information of B00

3 Address information of A01 Address information of B 10

... ... ...

X3H3Y ******** ********
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[0063] In Table 1, the sequence number is used to indicate a sequence. In specific implementation, the MAC unit may
perform an operation on each matrix multiplication based on a sequence of sequence numbers. The address information
of the fractal signal matrix may be location information of the fractal signal matrix in the signal matrix. For example, the
address information of the fractal signal matrix may be represented by using coordinates of the fractal signal matrix in
the signal matrix. Referring to FIG. 6, coordinates corresponding to each small grid in the matrix A are address information
of a fractal signal matrix, for example, (0, 0) is address information of a fractal signal matrix 1, and (0, 1) is address
information of a fractal signal matrix 2. The address information of the fractal weight matrix may be location information
of the fractal weight matrix in the weight matrix. For details, refer to the address information of the fractal signal matrix.
Details are not described again.
[0064] It should be noted that Table 1 is only an example. In another embodiment, the address information of the
fractal signal matrix and the address information of the fractal weight matrix may be listed merely in sequence with no
sequence numbers, or another possible form may be used, provided that the operation sequence of the matrix multipli-
cations can be effectively indicated. This is not specifically limited in this application.
[0065] In this embodiment of this application, the operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications is obtained
based on performance parameters. The performance parameters include power consumption of reading any one of the
X 3 H fractal signal matrices from a first cache, power consumption of reading any one of the H 3 Y fractal weight
matrices from a second cache, and power consumption of reading an operation result of any one of the X 3 H 3 Y
matrix multiplications from a third cache. Further, the performance parameters may further include bandwidth parameters.
The bandwidth parameters include a bandwidth penalty value of reading the any fractal signal matrix from the first cache,
a bandwidth penalty value of reading the any fractal weight matrix from the second cache, and a bandwidth penalty
value of reading the operation result of the any matrix multiplication from the third cache. In this way, the operation
sequence of the plurality of matrix multiplications is determined based on power consumption and bandwidth, so that a
computing capability of a processor can be better used and power consumption of the processor can be reduced by
using the operation sequence.
[0066] The following specifically describes a manner of determining the operation sequence based on the performance
parameters.
[0067] In an example, the operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications may be determined in the
following manner: selecting a first matrix multiplication from the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications, and sequentially
searching for a second matrix multiplication to an (X 3 H 3 Y)th matrix multiplication by using the first matrix multiplication
as a start point, to obtain the operation sequence, where the kth matrix multiplication is obtained through searching in
the following manner: selecting a matrix multiplication whose cost value is less than a first threshold, based on a cost
value of transiting from a (k-1)th matrix multiplication to any one of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications, to obtain the
kth matrix multiplication, where k is an integer greater than or equal to 2 and less than or equal to X 3 H 3 Y; and the
kth matrix multiplication is a matrix multiplication in the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications other than the first matrix
multiplication to the (k-1)th matrix multiplication.
[0068] The following describes a calculation manner of a cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication
to an ith matrix multiplication (the ith matrix multiplication is any one of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications).
[0069] (x, h, y) represents one of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications. Transition from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication
to the ith matrix multiplication may be represented as transition from (xk-1, hk-1, yk-1) to (xi, hi, yi), that is, the MAC unit
first calculates (xk-1, hk-1, yk-1) and then calculates (xi, hi, yi).
[0070] In a possible implementation, the cost value is determined based on power consumption of different caches.
In this manner, a cost function of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to the ith matrix multiplication is as follows: 

where
Zi is the cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to the ith matrix multiplication; Eai is used to indicate
power consumption of reading a fractal signal matrix of the ith matrix multiplication; Ebi is used to indicate power con-
sumption of reading a fractal weight matrix of the ith matrix multiplication; and Eci is used to indicate power consumption
of reading an operation result of the ith matrix multiplication.
[0071] Further, if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication (in this
case, xi-1 meets xi-1=xι, and hi-1 meets hi-1=hi), Eai meets Eai=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal
signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eai meets Eai=x1; if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal weight
matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication (in this case, hi-1 meets hi-1=h1, and yi-1 meets yi-1=yi), Ebi meets Ebi=0, or if
the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=x2;
or if the ith matrix multiplication reuses an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication (in this case, xi-1 meets
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xi-1=xi, and yi-1 meets yi-1=yi), Eci meets Eci=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse an operation result of the
(k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=x3.
[0072] x1, x2, and x3 are all greater than 0. In an example, x1:x2:x3=v1:v2:v3, where v1 is the power consumption of
reading the any fractal signal matrix from the first cache, v2 is the power consumption of reading the any fractal weight
matrix from the second cache, and v3 is the power consumption of reading the operation result of the any matrix
multiplication from the third cache.
[0073] To be specific, x1, x2, and x3 may be respectively the power consumption of reading the any fractal signal
matrix from the first cache, the power consumption of reading the any fractal weight matrix from the second cache, and
the power consumption of reading the operation result of the any matrix multiplication from the third cache; or may be
a group of proportional values obtained based on the power consumption of reading the any fractal signal matrix from
the first cache, the power consumption of reading the any fractal weight matrix from the second cache, and the power
consumption of reading the operation result of the any matrix multiplication from the third cache.
[0074] It can be learned from the foregoing content that, because the power consumption of reading the any fractal
signal matrix from the first cache, the power consumption of reading the any fractal weight matrix from the second cache,
and the power consumption of reading the operation result of the any matrix multiplication from the third cache may be
different, in this embodiment of this application, the cost value of transiting from (xi-1, hi-1, yi-1) to (xi, hi, yi) is determined
based on the foregoing three types of power consumption, and then the operation sequence is determined. Compared
with a prior-art solution in which the foregoing three types of power consumption are considered as the same and only
a cache hit ratio is considered, this solution can reduce power consumption of a processor more effectively.
[0075] In another possible implementation, read/write bandwidth of the first cache, read/write bandwidth of the second
cache, and read/write bandwidth of the third cache may also be different. For example, the read/write bandwidth of the
first cache is 50 mb/s, the read/write bandwidth of the second cache is 100 mb/s, and the read/write bandwidth of the
third cache is 100 mb/s. Because the read/write bandwidth of the first cache is less than the read/write bandwidth of the
second cache and the read/write bandwidth of the third cache, reusing the fractal signal matrix as much as possible can
bring a computing capability of a processor into full play. Based on this, bandwidth parameters are introduced in this
embodiment of this application, and the bandwidth parameters include a bandwidth penalty value of reading the any
fractal signal matrix from the first cache, a bandwidth penalty value of reading the any fractal weight matrix from the
second cache, and a bandwidth penalty value of reading the operation result of the any matrix multiplication from the
third cache. The bandwidth parameters are obtained based on the read/write bandwidth of the first cache, the read/write
bandwidth of the second cache, and the read/write bandwidth of the third cache. Larger bandwidth indicates a smaller
corresponding bandwidth penalty value.
[0076] In this manner, a cost function of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to the ith matrix multiplication
is as follows: 

where
Zi is the cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to the ith matrix multiplication; Eai is used to indicate
power consumption of reading a fractal signal matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from the first cache; Ebi is used to
indicate power consumption of reading a fractal weight matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from the second cache; Eci
is used to indicate power consumption of reading an operation result of the ith matrix multiplication from the third cache;
Pai is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty value of reading the fractal signal matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from
the first cache; Pbi is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty value of reading the fractal weight matrix of the ith matrix
multiplication from the second cache; and Pci is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty value of reading the operation
result of the ith matrix multiplication from the first cache.
[0077] Further, if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eai meets
Eai=0, and Pai meets Pai=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix
multiplication, Eai meets Eai=x1, and Pai meets Pai=y1; if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal weight matrix of the
(k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=0, and Pbi meets Pbi=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a
fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=x2, and Pbi meets Pbi=y2; or if the ith matrix
multiplication reuses an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=0, and Pci meets Pci=0, or if
the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=x3, and
Pci meets Pci=y3.
[0078] x1, x2, x3, y1, y2, and y3 are all greater than 0. In an example, x1:x2:x3=v1:v2:v3, where v1 is the power
consumption of reading the any fractal signal matrix from the first cache, v2 is the power consumption of reading the
any fractal weight matrix from the second cache, and v3 is the power consumption of reading the operation result of the
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any matrix multiplication from the third cache; y1:y2:y3=1/w1:1/w2:1/w3, where w1 is the read/write bandwidth of the
first cache, w2 is the read/write bandwidth of the second cache, and w2 is the read/write bandwidth of the third cache.
For example, if the read/write bandwidth of the first cache is 50 mb/s, the read/write bandwidth of the second cache is
100 mb/s, and the read/write bandwidth of the third cache is 100 mb/s, y1=2, y2=1, and y3=1 may be set.
[0079] It can be learned from the foregoing content that, in this embodiment of this application, during determining of
the cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to the ith matrix multiplication, the operation sequence
of the plurality of matrix multiplications is determined based on power consumption and bandwidth, so that a computing
capability of a processor can be better used and power consumption of the processor can be reduced by using the
operation sequence.
[0080] Specifically, one matrix multiplication may be randomly selected from the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications as
the first matrix multiplication. It is assumed that X meets X=8, H meets H=8, and Y meets Y=8. The first matrix multiplication
may be represented as (x1, h1, y1). When a second node is searched for by using (x1, h1, y1) as a search start point,
because the second point may be one of 511 nodes, in this case, a cost value of transiting from (x1, h1, y1) to any one
of the 511 nodes may be calculated, and a node with a smallest cost value (in this embodiment of this application, to
avoid node repetition in the sequence, a selected node is a node other than a node that is already in the sequence, and
subsequent selection is performed in the same manner) is selected as the second node. Then, a third node is searched
for. The third node may be any one of 511 nodes. In this case, a cost value of transiting from (x1, h1, y1) to any one of
the 511 nodes may be calculated, and a node with a smallest cost value is selected as the third node. Then, a fourth
node is searched for, and so on. When a 512th node is searched for, a node with a smallest cost value is selected as
the last node, so as to obtain the operation sequence.
[0081] For example, it is assumed that there are a total of four nodes: a node 1, a node 2, a node 3, and a node 4.
FIG. 10a is a schematic diagram of a search sequence. As shown in FIG. 10a, when the node 1 is used as a start point
to search for a second node, cost values of the node 1 and the four nodes are separately calculated, and a node with
a smallest cost value is reserved, for example, the node 3. When a third node is searched for, cost values of the node
3 and the four nodes are separately calculated, and a node with a smallest cost value is reserved, for example, the node
2. When a fourth node is searched for, cost values of the node 3 and the four nodes are separately calculated, and a
node with a smallest cost value is reserved, for example, the node 4. The operation sequence obtained in this way is
node 1 - node 3 - node 2 - node 4.
[0082] It should be noted that, in another possible embodiment, when an ith node is searched for, i-1 nodes that are
already in the sequence may be excluded, thereby reducing a calculation amount. For example, as shown in FIG. 10b,
when the third node is searched for, cost values may be calculated only for the node 3, the node 2, and the node 4, and
cost values of the node 3 and the node 1 do not need to be calculated. No further details are provided.
[0083] In another example, to further improve accuracy of the obtained operation sequence, a plurality of nodes may
be reserved (for example, if there are 512 nodes in total, eight nodes may be reserved) in each search step. Specifically,
when a second node is searched for by using (x1, h1, y1) as a start point, a cost value of transiting from (x1, h1, y1) to
any one of the 511 nodes may be calculated, and eight sequences with smallest sums of cost values in existing sequences
are reserved, to obtain candidate second nodes. Then, a third node is searched for, and in this case, a cost value of
transiting from each candidate second node to any one of the 511 nodes may be calculated, and eight sequences with
smallest sums of cost values in existing sequences are reserved, to obtain candidate third nodes. Then, a fourth node
is searched for, and so on. When a 512th node is searched for, a sequence with a smallest sum of cost values is selected
as the operation sequence.
[0084] For example, it is assumed that there are a total of four nodes: a node 1, a node 2, a node 3, and a node 4.
FIG. 10c is a schematic diagram of another search sequence. As shown in FIG. 10c, when the node 1 is used as a start
point to search for a second node, cost values of the node 1 and the four nodes are separately calculated, and two
sequences with smallest sums of cost values in existing sequences are reserved. The existing sequences are node 1
- node 2, node 1 - node 3, and node 1 - node 4. Herein, node 1 - node 2 is used as an example. Because transition is
performed only once, a sum of cost values of the existing sequence is a cost value of transiting from the node 1 to the
node 2. For example, the two sequences with smallest sums of cost values are node 1 - node 2 and node 1 - node 3,
and therefore, the node 2 and the node 3 are candidate second nodes. When a third node is searched for, cost values
of the node 2 and the four nodes, and cost values of the node 3 and the four nodes are separately calculated, and two
sequences with smallest sums of cost values in existing sequences are reserved. The existing sequences are node 1
- node 2 - node 3, node 1 - node 2 - node 4, node 1 - node 3 - node 2, and node 1 - node 3 - node 4. Herein, node 1 -
node 2 - node 3 is used as an example. Because transition is performed twice, a sum of cost values of the existing
sequence is a sum of a cost value of transiting from the node 1 to the node 2 and a cost value of transiting from the
node 2 to the node 3. For example, the two sequences with smallest sums of cost values are node 1 - node 2 - node 3
and node 1 - node 3 - node 4, and therefore, the node 3 and the node 4 are candidate third nodes. When a fourth node
is searched for, cost values of the node 3 and the four nodes, and cost values of the node 4 and the four nodes are
separately calculated, and one sequence with a smallest sum of cost values in existing sequences is reserved. The final
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operation sequence obtained in this way is node 1 - node 3 - node 4 - node 2.
[0085] An embodiment of this application further provides two other manners of determining the operation sequence.

Manner 1

[0086] (x1, h1, y1) is used as a search start point, a plurality of sequences that may be formed by the X 3 H 3 Y matrix
multiplications are listed, a sum of cost values in each of the plurality of sequences is calculated, and then a sequence
with a smallest sum of cost values is selected as the final operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications.
For a specific calculation manner of a cost value, refer to the foregoing descriptions. Details are not described herein again.
[0087] In this embodiment of this application, during calculation of a sum of cost values in a first sequence, the start
point (a first node) may be ignored, and calculation directly starts from a cost value of transiting from the first node to a
second node.
[0088] For example, if X meets X=8, H meets H=8, and Y meets Y=8, when (x1, h1, y1) is used as a search start point,
there are 511 ! sequences that may be formed by the 8 3 8 3 8 matrix multiplications. Then, a sum of cost values in
each sequence is calculated based on the foregoing formula, and the final operation sequence is obtained through
comparison.
[0089] In this manner, all possible sequences are listed, and the final operation sequence is selected based on cost
values corresponding to all the possible sequences. Therefore, an optimal operation sequence can be effectively de-
termined.

Manner 2

[0090] (x1, h1, y1) is used as a search start point. When an operation sequence is being searched for, only f points
closest to a previous step may be searched for in each step, thereby reducing a calculation amount and reducing
processing load. A value of f may be set based on an actual requirement. For example, if f meets f=8, in an example of
X=8, H=8, and Y=8, a total of 8503 ∗ 7! sequences can be obtained through searching by using (x1, h1, y1) as the search
start point. Then, a cost value corresponding to each sequence may be calculated based on the foregoing formula, and
the final operation sequence is obtained through comparison.
[0091] It should be noted that the operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications in this embodiment of
this application may be pre-determined and stored. In this way, when step 803 is being performed, the stored operation
sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications may be directly obtained, so that signal processing efficiency can be
improved. Alternatively, when step 803 is being performed, the operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications
may be determined based on the performance parameters. This is not specifically limited.
[0092] Step 804: Output a signal processing result, where the signal processing result includes operation results of
the plurality of matrix multiplications. The signal processing result is to be sent to a next intermediate layer of the
intermediate layer at which the signal processing is performed or to an output layer of the neural network.
[0093] Based on a same invention idea, an embodiment of this application further provides a signal processing appa-
ratus. The signal processing apparatus is configured to implement the method procedure shown in FIG. 8. As shown in
FIG. 11, the signal processing apparatus 1100 includes:

a transceiver module 1101, configured to receive a signal matrix and a weight matrix;
a processing module 1102, configured to: partition the signal matrix to obtain X 3 H fractal signal matrices, and
partition the weight matrix to obtain H 3 Y fractal weight matrices, where the X 3 H fractal weight matrices and the
H 3 Y fractal signal matrices form X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications; and obtain an operation sequence of the X 3
H 3 Y matrix multiplications, and process the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications based on the operation sequence
of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications to obtain X 3 Y result matrices, where any one of the X 3 Y result matrices
is obtained by accumulating operation results of at least two of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications; the operation
sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications is obtained based on performance parameters; and the performance
parameters include: power consumption of reading any one of the X 3 H fractal signal matrices from a first cache,
power consumption of reading any one of the H 3 Y fractal weight matrices from a second cache, and power
consumption of reading an operation result of any one of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications from a third cache; and
an output module 1103, configured to output a signal processing result, where the signal processing result includes
the X 3 Y result matrices.

[0094] In a possible design, the processing module 1102 determines the operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix
multiplications in the following manner:

selecting a first matrix multiplication from the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications, and sequentially searching for a
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second matrix multiplication to an (X 3 H 3 Y)th matrix multiplication by using the first matrix multiplication as a
start point, to obtain the operation sequence, where
the kth matrix multiplication is obtained through searching in the following manner:
selecting a matrix multiplication with a smallest cost value as the kth matrix multiplication based on a cost value of
transiting from a (k-1)th matrix multiplication to any one of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications, where k is an integer
greater than or equal to 2 and less than or equal to X 3 H 3 Y; and the kth matrix multiplication is a matrix multiplication
in the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications other than the first matrix multiplication to the (k-1)th matrix multiplication.

[0095] In a possible design, the processing module 1102 determines, in the following manner, a cost value of transiting
from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to an ith matrix multiplication, and the ith matrix multiplication is any one of the X 3
H 3 Y matrix multiplications: 

where
Zi is the cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to the ith matrix multiplication; Eai is used to indicate
power consumption of reading a fractal signal matrix of the ith matrix multiplication; Ebi is used to indicate power con-
sumption of reading a fractal weight matrix of the ith matrix multiplication; and Eci is used to indicate power consumption
of reading an operation result of the ith matrix multiplication.
[0096] In a possible design, if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication,
Eai meets Eai=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication,
Eai meets Eai=x1;
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=0, or if the
ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=x2; or
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=0, or if the ith
matrix multiplication does not reuse an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=x3, where
x1, x2, and x3 are all greater than 0.
[0097] In a possible design, the performance parameters further include bandwidth parameters, and the bandwidth
parameters include a bandwidth penalty value of reading the any fractal signal matrix from the first cache, a bandwidth
penalty value of reading the any fractal weight matrix from the second cache, and a bandwidth penalty value of reading
the operation result of the any matrix multiplication from the third cache.
[0098] The bandwidth parameters are obtained based on read/write bandwidth of the first cache, read/write bandwidth
of the second cache, and read/write bandwidth of the third cache.
[0099] In a possible design, the processing module 1102 determines, in the following manner, a cost value of transiting
from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to an ith matrix multiplication: 

where
Zi is the cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to the ith matrix multiplication; Eai is used to indicate
power consumption of reading a fractal signal matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from the first cache; Ebi is used to
indicate power consumption of reading a fractal weight matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from the second cache; Eci
is used to indicate power consumption of reading an operation result of the ith matrix multiplication from the third cache;
Pai is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty value of reading the fractal signal matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from
the first cache; Pbi is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty value of reading the fractal weight matrix of the ith matrix
multiplication from the second cache; and Pci is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty value of reading the operation
result of the ith matrix multiplication from the first cache.
[0100] In a possible design, if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication,
Eai meets Eai=0, and Pai meets Pai=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal signal matrix of the (k-
1)th matrix multiplication, Eai meets Eai=x1, and Pai meets Pai=y1;
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=0, and Pbi
meets Pbi=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication,
Ebi meets Ebi=x2, and Pbi meets Pbi=y2; or
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=0, and Pci meets
Pci=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets
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Eci=x3, and Pci meets Pci=y3, where
x1, x2, x3, y1, y2, and y3 are all greater than 0.
[0101] It should be noted that, in this embodiment of this application, module division is an example, and is merely
logical function division. In actual implementation, another division manner may be used. The functional modules in this
embodiment of this application may be integrated into one processing module, or each module may exist alone physically,
or two or more modules may be integrated into one module. The integrated module may be implemented in a form of
hardware, or may be implemented in a form of a software function module.
[0102] When the integrated module is implemented in the form of a software function module and sold or used as an
independent product, the integrated module may be stored in a computer-readable storage medium. Based on such an
understanding, the technical solutions in this application essentially, or the part contributing to the prior art, or all or some
of the technical solutions may be implemented in a form of a software product. The computer software product is stored
in a storage medium and includes instructions for instructing a computer device (which may be a personal computer, a
server, a network device, or the like) or a processor (processor) to perform all or some of the steps of the method
described in the embodiments of this application. The foregoing storage medium includes any medium that can store
program code, such as a USB flash drive, a removable hard disk, a read-only memory (Read-Only Memory, ROM), a
random access memory (Random Access Memory, RAM), a magnetic disk, or an optical disc.
[0103] All or some of the foregoing embodiments may be implemented by software, hardware, firmware, or any com-
bination thereof. When software is used to implement the embodiments, the embodiments may be implemented com-
pletely or partially in a form of a computer program product. The computer program product includes one or more
computer instructions. When the one or more computer program instructions are loaded and executed on a computer,
the procedure or functions according to the embodiments of the present invention are all or partially generated. The
computer may be a general-purpose computer, a special-purpose computer, a computer network, or another program-
mable apparatus. The one or more computer instructions may be stored in a computer-readable storage medium or
may be transmitted from a computer-readable storage medium to another computer-readable storage medium. For
example, the one or more computer instructions may be transmitted from a website, computer, server, or data center
to another website, computer, server, or data center in a wired (for example, a coaxial cable, an optical fiber, or a digital
subscriber line (DSL)) or wireless (for example, infrared, radio, or microwave) manner. The computer-readable storage
medium may be any usable medium that can be accessed by the computer, or a data storage device, such as a server
or a data center, integrating one or more usable media. The usable medium may be a magnetic medium (for example,
a floppy disk, a hard disk, or a magnetic tape), an optical medium (for example, a DVD), a semiconductor medium (for
example, a solid state disk (solid state disk, SSD)), or the like.
[0104] A person skilled in the art should understand that the embodiments of the present invention may be provided
as a method, a system, or a computer program product. Therefore, the embodiments of the present invention may use
a form of hardware only embodiments, software only embodiments, or embodiments with a combination of software and
hardware. Moreover, the embodiments of the present invention may use a form of a computer program product that is
implemented on one or more computer-usable storage media (including but not limited to a magnetic disk storage, a
CD-ROM, an optical memory, and the like) that include computer-usable program code.
[0105] The embodiments of the present invention are described with reference to the flowcharts and/or block diagrams
of the method, the device (system), and the computer program product according to the embodiments of the present
invention. It should be understood that computer program instructions may be used to implement each process and/or
block in the flowcharts and/or block diagrams and a combination of processes and/or blocks in the flowcharts and/or
block diagrams. These computer program instructions may be provided for a general-purpose computer, a special-
purpose computer, an embedded processor, or a processor of another programmable data processing device to generate
a machine, so that the instructions executed by the computer or the processor of another programmable data processing
device generate an apparatus configured to implement a specified function in one or more processes in the flowcharts
and/or in one or more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0106] Alternatively, these computer program instructions may be stored in a computer readable memory that can
instruct a computer or another programmable data processing device to work in a specific manner, so that the instructions
stored in the computer readable memory generate an artifact that includes an instruction apparatus. The instruction
apparatus implements a specified function in one or more processes in the flowcharts and/or in one or more blocks in
the block diagrams.
[0107] Alternatively, these computer program instructions may be loaded onto a computer or another programmable
data processing device, so that a series of operations and steps are performed on the computer or the another program-
mable device, thereby generating computer-implemented processing. Therefore, the instructions executed on the com-
puter or the another programmable device provide steps for implementing a specified function in one or more processes
in the flowcharts and/or in one or more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0108] Apparently, a person skilled in the art can make various modifications and variations to the embodiments of
the present invention without departing from the spirit and scope of this application. This application is intended to cover
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these modifications and variations of the embodiments of the present invention provided that these modifications and
variations fall within the scope of protection defined by the claims of this application and equivalent technologies thereof.

Claims

1. A signal processing method, wherein the method comprises:

receiving a signal matrix and a weight matrix;
partitioning the signal matrix to obtain X 3 H fractal signal matrices, and partitioning the weight matrix to obtain
H 3 Y fractal weight matrices, wherein the X 3 H fractal weight matrices and the H 3 Y fractal signal matrices
form X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications;
obtaining an operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications, and processing the X 3 H 3 Y matrix
multiplications based on the operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications to obtain X 3 Y result
matrices, wherein any one of the X 3 Y result matrices is obtained by accumulating operation results of at least
two of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications; the operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications is
obtained based on performance parameters; and the performance parameters comprise: power consumption
of reading any one of the X 3 H fractal signal matrices from a first cache, power consumption of reading any
one of the H 3 Y fractal weight matrices from a second cache, and power consumption of reading an operation
result of any one of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications from a third cache; and
outputting a signal processing result, wherein the signal processing result comprises the X 3 Y result matrices.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications is
determined in the following manner:

selecting a first matrix multiplication from the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications, and sequentially searching for
a second matrix multiplication to an (X 3 H 3 Y)th matrix multiplication by using the first matrix multiplication
as a start point, to obtain the operation sequence, wherein
a kth matrix multiplication is obtained through searching in the following manner:
selecting a matrix multiplication with a smallest cost value as the kth matrix multiplication based on a cost value
of transiting from a (k-1)th matrix multiplication to any one of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications, wherein k is
an integer greater than or equal to 2 and less than or equal to X 3 H 3 Y; and the kth matrix multiplication is a
matrix multiplication in the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications other than the first matrix multiplication to the (k-
1)th matrix multiplication.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein a cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to an ith
matrix multiplication is determined in the following manner, and the ith matrix multiplication is any one of the X 3 H
3 Y matrix multiplications: 

wherein
Zi is the cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to the ith matrix multiplication; Eai is used to
indicate power consumption of reading a fractal signal matrix of the ith matrix multiplication; Ebi is used to indicate
power consumption of reading a fractal weight matrix of the ith matrix multiplication; and Eci is used to indicate power
consumption of reading an operation result of the ith matrix multiplication.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal signal matrix in the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eai meets Eai=0, or if
the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eai meets Eai=x1;
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=0, or if
the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=x2; or
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal result matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=0, or if
the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=x3,
wherein
x1, x2, and x3 are all greater than 0.
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5. The method according to claim 2, wherein the performance parameters further comprise bandwidth parameters,
and the bandwidth parameters comprise a bandwidth penalty value of reading the any fractal signal matrix from the
first cache, a bandwidth penalty value of reading the any fractal weight matrix from the second cache, and a bandwidth
penalty value of reading the operation result of the any matrix multiplication from the third cache; and
the bandwidth parameters are obtained based on read/write bandwidth of the first cache, read/write bandwidth of
the second cache, and read/write bandwidth of the third cache.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein a cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to an ith
matrix multiplication is determined in the following manner, and the ith matrix multiplication is any one of the X 3 H
3 Y matrix multiplications: 

wherein
Zi is the cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to the ith matrix multiplication; Eai is used to
indicate power consumption of reading a fractal signal matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from the first cache; Ebi
is used to indicate power consumption of reading a fractal weight matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from the
second cache; Eci is used to indicate power consumption of reading an operation result of the ith matrix multiplication
from the third cache; Pai is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty value of reading the fractal signal matrix of the ith
matrix multiplication from the first cache; Pbi is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty value of reading the fractal
weight matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from the second cache; and Pci is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty
value of reading the operation result of the ith matrix multiplication from the first cache.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eai meets Eai=0, and
Pai meets Pai=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication,
Eai meets Eai=x1, and Pai meets Pai=y1;
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=0, and
Pbi meets Pbi=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multipli-
cation, Ebi meets Ebi=x2, and Pbi meets Pbi=y2; or
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=0, and Pci
meets Pci=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication,
Eci meets Eci=x3, and Pci meets Pci=y3, wherein
x1, x2, x3, y1, y2, and y3 are all greater than 0.

8. A signal processing apparatus, wherein the signal processing apparatus comprises:

a transceiver module, configured to receive a signal matrix and a weight matrix;
a processing module, configured to: partition the signal matrix to obtain X 3 H fractal signal matrices, and
partition the weight matrix to obtain H 3 Y fractal weight matrices, wherein the X 3 H fractal weight matrices
and the H 3 Y fractal signal matrices form X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications; and obtain an operation sequence
of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications, and process the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications based on the operation
sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications to obtain X 3 Y result matrices, wherein any one of the X 3
Y result matrices is obtained by accumulating operation results of at least two of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multi-
plications; the operation sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications is obtained based on performance
parameters; and the performance parameters comprise: power consumption of reading any one of the X 3 H
fractal signal matrices from a first cache, power consumption of reading any one of the H 3 Y fractal weight
matrices from a second cache, and power consumption of reading an operation result of any one of the X 3 H
3 Y matrix multiplications from a third cache; and
an output module, configured to output a signal processing result, wherein the signal processing result comprises
the X 3 Y result matrices.

9. The signal processing apparatus according to claim 8, wherein the processing module determines the operation
sequence of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications in the following manner:

selecting a first matrix multiplication from the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications, and sequentially searching for
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a second matrix multiplication to an (X 3 H 3 Y)th matrix multiplication by using the first matrix multiplication
as a start point, to obtain the operation sequence, wherein
the kth matrix multiplication is obtained through searching in the following manner:
selecting a matrix multiplication with a smallest cost value as the kth matrix multiplication based on a cost value
of transiting from a (k-1)th matrix multiplication to any one of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications, wherein k is
an integer greater than or equal to 2 and less than or equal to X 3 H 3 Y; and the kth matrix multiplication is a
matrix multiplication in the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications other than the first matrix multiplication to the (k-
1)th matrix multiplication.

10. The signal processing apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the processing module determines, in the following
manner, a cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to an ith matrix multiplication, and the ith matrix
multiplication is any one of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications: 

wherein
Zi is the cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to the ith matrix multiplication; Eai is used to
indicate power consumption of reading a fractal signal matrix of the ith matrix multiplication; Ebi is used to indicate
power consumption of reading a fractal weight matrix of the ith matrix multiplication; and Eci is used to indicate power
consumption of reading an operation result of the ith matrix multiplication.

11. The signal processing apparatus according to claim 10, wherein
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eai meets Eai=0, or if
the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eai meets Eai=x1;
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=0, or if
the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=x2; or
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=0, or if the
ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a result matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=x3, wherein
x1, x2, and x3 are all greater than 0.

12. The signal processing apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the performance parameters further comprise band-
width parameters, and the bandwidth parameters comprise a bandwidth penalty value of reading the any fractal
signal matrix from the first cache, a bandwidth penalty value of reading the any fractal weight matrix from the second
cache, and a bandwidth penalty value of reading the operation result of the any matrix multiplication from the third
cache; and
the bandwidth parameters are obtained based on read/write bandwidth of the first cache, read/write bandwidth of
the second cache, and read/write bandwidth of the third cache.

13. The signal processing apparatus according to claim 12, wherein the processing module determines, in the following
manner, a cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to an ith matrix multiplication, and the ith matrix
multiplication is any one of the X 3 H 3 Y matrix multiplications: 

wherein
Zi is the cost value of transiting from the (k-1)th matrix multiplication to the ith matrix multiplication; Eai is used to
indicate power consumption of reading a fractal signal matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from the first cache; Ebi
is used to indicate power consumption of reading a fractal weight matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from the
second cache; Eci is used to indicate power consumption of reading an operation result of the ith matrix multiplication
from the third cache; Pai is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty value of reading the fractal signal matrix of the ith
matrix multiplication from the first cache; Pbi is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty value of reading the fractal
weight matrix of the ith matrix multiplication from the second cache; and Pci is used to indicate a bandwidth penalty
value of reading the operation result of the ith matrix multiplication from the first cache.

14. The signal processing apparatus according to claim 13, wherein
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if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eai meets Eai=0, and
Pai meets Pai=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal signal matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication,
Eai meets Eai=x1, and Pai meets Pai=y1;
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Ebi meets Ebi=0, and
Pbi meets Pbi=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse a fractal weight matrix of the (k-1)th matrix multipli-
cation, Ebi meets Ebi=x2, and Pbi meets Pbi=y2; or
if the ith matrix multiplication reuses an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication, Eci meets Eci=0, and Pci
meets Pci=0, or if the ith matrix multiplication does not reuse an operation result of the (k-1)th matrix multiplication,
Eci meets Eci=x3, and Pci meets Pci=y3, wherein
x1, x2, x3, y1, y2, and y3 are all greater than 0.

15. A signal processing apparatus, wherein the signal processing apparatus comprises:

a memory, configured to store a software program; and
a processor, configured to read the software program in the memory and perform the signal processing method
according to any one of claims 1 to 7.

16. A computer storage medium, wherein the storage medium stores a software program, and when the software
program is read and executed by one or more processors, the signal processing method according to any one of
claims 1 to 7 is implemented.

17. A computer program product, wherein the computer program product comprises an instruction, and when the in-
struction is run on a computer, the computer is enabled to perform the method according to any one of claims 1 to 7.
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